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SCIENCE CATALOGUE - ELEMENTARY
Science Screen Report for Kids Series
Designed for the school curriculum, Science Screen
Report programs present today’s scientific and technological developments in a positive, objective, and easy
to understand manner. The DVDs explore science topics
such as space, engineering, medicine, technology, conservation and the
environment, informing and motivating young viewers.
Many of the SSR programs have been used in the Smithsonian Institute’s
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Volume 20 (8 Programs)
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(nest). Their toxic sting numbs or kills
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Follow the Farm
When puppet, city girl, Tia visits a farm for the
summer, she reports back to Gisele via a video
diary to tell her all that she’s discovered about
farm life! Includes 9 x approx 4 minute segments:
It’s Farm; Tia’s in a Jam; Milk Comes From What?; Honey Bee Mine;
Everything Needs Water; Starry Skies; Hay There, It’s Harvest Time;
Animal Farm; Welcome Home Party.
32 min. • Gr. K-2 • 2011 • TVOntario • 530831 • $49.95

Critter Corner
Engaging young hosts talk to zoo specialists who
introduce us to their animals and tell us all about
their habitat, how they live, what they eat and
lots of interesting facts we should know!
Includes 17 x approx 1.5 to 2 minute segments: Baboon; Camel; Falcon;
Indian Rhino; Lemur; Lemurs; Limba the Elephant; Lion Cubs; Miniature
Horse; Mountain Goat and Sheep; Pygmy Goat; Robbie the Tiger;
Serval; Sharks and Stingrays; Skunk; South African Penguins; Zebra.
27 min. • Gr. 1-6 • 2011 • TVOntario • 221851 • $49.95

Teacher Resource Center, and are listed in the resource guides of the
Eisenhower National Clearinghouse, the US Department of Energy, as well as
a number of Provincial Departments of Education. Each program includes a
comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with lesson strategies, a program overview,
topical background information, suggestions for critical thought, discussion
and further study, a glossary, career possibilities, and related references and
web sites to supplement each topic.
5. Saving Our Seas: Advances in
Aquaculture (SSKV2005)
Worldwide, aquaculture is making
a big splash in the rapidly growing
industry of sustainable food production. There are over 210 aquaticallyfarmed plant and animal species
worldwide. Centuries of over-fishing
has reduced to near extinction
some of the oceans native species.
Ongoing environmental research of
our fresh and salt-water ecosystems,
alongside carefully controlled,
scientifically-based fish farming is
helping to restore native stocks and
is responsible for job growth in a
variety of industries. (16 min.)

7. Propulsion: A Driving Force

6. Quest: The Search for Extraterrestrial Life (SSKV2006)
By fitting together the pieces of
Earth’s development, scientists are
using revolutionary instrumentation to scan the universe to explore
the possibility of past, present and
potential future life elsewhere in
our universe. Current extraordinary
advances in telescope infrared technology provides increasingly detailed
images of our universe. (10 min.)

(SSKV2008)

(SSKV2007)

From ancient fireworks to modern
rocketry, the basic principles of ‘how
to propel an inert object’ remain
constant. Isaac Newton formalized
the Three Laws of Motion in the
17th century; scientists in the 20th
century applied Newton’s physics
and invented modern rocket propulsion. By understanding the discoveries, inventions and applications of
these principles, propulsive energy
continues to be a driving force in the
21st century. (12 min.)
8. Mars: The Red Planet
Olympus Mons is the tallest and
deepest volcano in our Solar System.
Although Mars is about half the size
of Earth, it takes nearly twice as long
to orbit our Sun. NASA’s 21st century
inter-planetary robots landed on
the once watery surface and sent
back images and collected data.
Coupled with Earth-bound complex
telescopes, multi-disciplinary studies
continue to enhance our knowledge
of our closest neighbour. (10 min.)
8x10-16 min. • Gr. 2-6 • 2010
Allegro • S0004238
Series: $339.95 • Each: $49.95

THREE IN ONE DVD! Includes EXPLORE GALORE, 		
INSECT COUNT and GET GROWING!
Explore Galore (11 min.)
Watch as adorable puppet, Tia, explores the world of science.
You never know what she might discover! Includes 5 x 1.5 to 2
min. segments: Snowflakes; Snowy Footprints; Slush and Ice;
Melting Snow; Hibernating Animals.

Insect Count (6 min.)
Count along with Gisele as she counts the insects in her
big back yard. Includes 8 x approx 1 minute segments: 2-2
Ladybugs; 4-2 Butterflies; 4-3 Frogs; 5 Bees; 6-2 Dragonflies; 7
Birds; 8-2-2 Spiders; 9 Caterpillars. (Animated)

Get Growing! (11 min.)
Gisele and her friends have a community garden; a place to grow
healthy, fresh foods! A place to learn how fruits and vegetables
grow! A place to learn what happens above and below the soil!
A place for friends to get together! Includes 11 x approx 1 minute
segements: Worms; Ladybug; Bee; Worms in the Soil; Transplant; Tomatoes; Plant
Roots; Garden Tools; Let There Be Light; Good Gourd; Winter’s Coming.
28 min. • Gr. K-2 • 2012 • TVOntario • 530968 • $49.95
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SCIENCE CATALOGUE - ELEMENTARY
Science
Screen
Report for
Kids
Volume 21 (8 Programs)

1. Agriculture: Farming Today &
Tomorrow (SSKV2101)
Research scientists throughout the
world are helping farmers implement
sustainable food production systems.
Key concepts that underline this
research are ecosystem preservation
and natural resource conservation.
Food production systems touch
nearly every aspect of life – from
farms and industrial processing plants
to markets, grocery stores and the
dinner table. Students will learn
about various sustainable ‘food cycle’
systems. (15 min.)
2. Solar Power: Clean Energy From
The Sun (SSKV2102)
The Sun is Earth’s Earth’s primary
source of renewable energy. It is the
driver behind all of Earth’s terrestrial and oceanic organic processes.
Scientists worldwide are exploring
how businesses and individuals can
reduce the human carbon foot-print
by incorporating solar power. From
solar-powered radios, telephones,
heating systems to automobiles and
cargo ships, new inventions that
work without the direct use of fossil
fuel are implemented daily. (13 min.)

Science Screen
Report for Kids Volume 22 (7 Programs)

1. Engineering: Bridge Design
and Construction (SSKV2201)
Bridges are engineering marvels that
connect communities and industry.
By exploring England’s unique Gateshead Millennium ‘tilting’ bridge for
pedestrians, and France’s Millau
Viaduct cable-stayed road bridge
that links France and Spain, we learn
about the dynamics of engineering
design. (17 min.)
2. Environment: Maintaining a
Healthy Planet (SSKV2202)
Monitoring the health of planet
Earth and its oceans and atmosphere
requires multi-disciplinary and international scientific cooperation. The
satellite Envistat carries specialized
computers that track topographical
and chemical changes. This program
explores the various technologies and
some of the experiments that tell us
about human impact on planet Earth
and in the atmosphere. (12 min.)

www.visualed.com

3. Space Science: Studying Distant
Pluto (SSKV2103)
Since its identification in 1930 by
Clyde Tombaugh, astronomers have
been debating the status of this tiny
world at the farthest reaches of our
solar system--Pluto. In this program,
students are given a firsthand look
at the scientific process that initially
classified Pluto as a planet and then
reclassified it in 2006 as a dwarf
planet. (10 min.)
4. Engineering: Fueling a Greener
Planet (SSKV2104)
An alphabet of new terminology
has evolved over the past decade
to describe the gasoline inventions
fuelling the next generation of land
and ocean travel. DNGVs (dedicated
natural gas vehicles) are already
on the road, along with vehicles
with Flexible-Fuel tank design for
blended fuels. HEVs (hybrid electric
vehicle) utilize two different energy
sources for efficiency. The invention
of the fuel cell, an electrochemical engine, has revolutionized our
concept of how we can ecologically
and economically travel in the near
future. (14 min.)

3. Space Science: The Future of
Spaceflight (SSKV2203)
Advances in sub-orbital spaceflight
technology are pushing the boundaries of how, when and where we
will travel from points A to B in
the near future. Private industry
and NASA team up with an eye on
commercial space-tourism. Space
transports are envisioned to carry
tourists, researchers, educators and
commercial payloads to sub-orbital,
orbital and interplanetary destinations. (16 min.)
4. Energy: Hydroelectric Power on
the Rise (SSKV2204)
Earth’s water cycle is powered by
the Sun and generates a significant
amount of electricity. Hydroelectric
power is the most widely used
‘clean’ energy source in the USA. The
Atlantic Ocean Gulf Stream flows at
constant rate of 2-4 mph; researchers are testing ways to capture
and convert that kinetic energy to
electricity. (15 min.)

5. Ecology: The Science of Recycling (SSKV2105)
Waste-management systems
are incorporating new recycling
processes. Transforming waste into
energy and new products is fuelling
major research and inventions today.
For example, inside ‘rotting boxes’,
organic waste is recycled into reusable products by material-eating
micro-organisms. Understanding the
environmental necessity of recycling
and how it is changing the world
in which we live is the core of this
program. (14 min.)

7. Zoology: Red Crab Migration

6. Acid Caves: A Living Laboratory

8. Comet: Visitors from Space

(SSKV2106)

(SSKV2108)

Deep in Southern Mexico’s jungle,
the Villa Luz limestone caves support
an ecosystem that thrives in a highly
acidic environment. This rare type
of karst cave is found in few spots
on Earth. Geologists and biologists
wear gas masks, oxygen tanks and
protective outerwear to explore sections of the caves. All life forms, from
extremophilic microbial colonies to
fish and bats, are interdependent
upon the toxic soup of water,
sulphur-oxide and hydrogen monoxide for survival. (17 min.)

5. Night Sky: Navigating the Constellations (SSKV2205)
Ancient Greeks formulated and
named over half of the known 88
constellations in our universe. Sixteenth and 17th Century European
astronomers tracked the rest. Due
to Earth’s axial wobble, the cyclic
Precessional Motion of the Equinox
foretells that Polaris, our current
fixed star directly over the North
Pole, will return to its current position in the year 27800 AD. (10 min.)
6. Discovery: The History of
Astronomy (SSKV2206)
This graphical history of astronomy
brings clarity to the science of
astronomy. Since the early Babylonians (4000 BCE) to today’s astrophysicists, nothing has captured the
minds, imaginations and hearts of
humankind as much as watching,
discovering and tracking the patterns
and movements of the stars. (10min.)

(SSKV2107)

Christmas Island, discovered December 25, 1643, is just a speck of land
in the Indian Ocean. But the annual
red crab migration at the beginning
of the rainy season is so massive it
can be seen from the air. It has been
named a wonder of the natural
world. In this program students will
follow the terrestrial arthropods
from the rainforest, across dangerous terrain to the ocean to mate and
then back into the forests’ underground burrows. (12 min.)

Students will learn about comets,
objects of varying size that formed
from the earliest galactic activity. Comets orbit the Sun in the
Kuiper Belt and the Oort Cloud, and
sometimes come a little too close to
Earth’s gravitational pull. (10 min.)
8x10-17 min. • Gr. 2-6 • 2011
Allegro • S0004239
Series: $339.95 Each: $49.95
For more titles from the Science
Screen Report series please visit our
website www.visualed.com

7. Ecology: Flight of the Bat
(SSKV2207)

San Antonio, Texas is the May
through October home of 40 million
Mexican, female, free-tailed bats
and their newborns. Each evening,
a wild feeding frenzy fills the sky
around Bracken Cave. Bats are the
only mammal that flies, although not
the only one that uses echo-location
to navigate the environment.
Chiropterologists have determined
that Bracken Cave is an ideal environment for bat maternity roosts.
Zoologists are tracking the health of
all bat populations in conjunction
with white-nose syndrome. (13 min.)
7x10-16 min. • Gr. 2-6 • 2013
Allegro • S0004442
Series: $297 Each: $49.95
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Science Screen Report Series
Volume 42 (8 Programs)

Science Screen Report presents the increasingly complex
story of today’s scientific and technological developments to schools in a positive and objective manner. The DVDs inform,
1. Chemistry: Periodic Table of the
Elements, Part I (SSRV4201)
By providing a logical, mathematical
method of organization, the Periodic
Table of the Elements has become
a critical tool for students, teachers,
and scientists around the globe. This
program introduces and explores
several elements (Hydrogen and
Titanium). (12 min.)
2. Environment: Wildebeest
Migration Patterns (SSRV4202)
The mysterious migration habits
of several species are used to
demonstrate that the protection
of migratory animals is connected
to the interdependence of Earth’s
entire life cycle. This program
discusses external impacts (climate
change, human land-use practice
and uncontrolled and unforeseen
environmental events) on migrating
animal populations when they are
often at their weakest and most
vulnerable. (16 min.)

motivate and transport young people to visible adventures in science and
technology. The accompanying comprehensive Teacher’s Guides provide
lesson strategies and include a program overview, topical background
information, suggestions for critical thought, discussion and further study, a
glossary, career possibilities, and related references and websites to supplement each topic

Applications (SSRV4203)
This program examines how
electronics systems monitor the
environment to help scientists influence certain weather conditions and
understand the impact on humans
and animals in a variety of scenarios. One example is the unique
electronic systems developed to
regulate humidity and temperature
in a biome designed to emulate the
Amazon Rainforest. (15 min.)

(SSRV4205)

7. Energy: Biofuels Use on the Rise

This program introduces students to
the scientific aspects of flight covering
a variety of air and spacecraft. With
the help of aeronautic engineers,
the program presents the four basic
elements of aeronautics: aerodynamics, materials & structure, propulsion,
and stability & control. Several U.S.
manufacturers and their latest innovations are highlighted. (11 min.)

(SSRV4207)

4. Radio Astronomy: The Alma
Telescope (SSRV4204)
The Atacama Large Millimeter/
Sub-Millimeter Array, or ALMA, is a
vast array of radio telescopes and
the most powerful observatory of
its kind. ALMA is stationed in the
Atacama Desert of Chile because of
the high altitude, clear skies and dry
air. ALMA will peer into previously
hidden regions of space with unprecedented sharpness and sensitivity.

(SSRV4206)

(10 min.)

6. Physics: The Science of Athletics
Kinesiology is the study and application of physics to body movement
- energy, work, friction and inertia.
This program explores the application of Newton’s Three Laws of
Motion in baseball regarding pitching and hitting. Kinesiologists at the
American Sports Medicine Institute
use video motion capture to study
the biomechanics of a pitcher’s
delivery to optimize performance
and help reduce injury. (14 min.)

Please visit
our website www.visualed.com
for21st
more
titles from
5. Aeronautics:
Century
Flightthe Science Screen Report series.
3. Electronics:
Environmental

Way Cool Science:
All About Rocks
Students will explore the world of
rocks and minerals. Combing animation with life action footage, this
program demonstrates how rocks
are formed and how they change.
Students will learn to identify
common minerals and the properties of rocks.
20 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2010 • Mazzarella Media
MM2044 • $39.95

Way Cool Science:
All About Habitats
Viewers will travel the world
and learn about the diversity of
plants and animals in various
land regions around the world.
Graphics, animation and liveaction footage will assist children
in identifying characteristics of
various Earth habitats. Students will learn how
plants and animals have adapted to live in polar
regions, tundra, desert, grasslands, forests and salt
and freshwater habitats.
20 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2010 • Mazzarella Media
MM2045 • $39.95

Way Cool Science:
All About Ecosystems
and Biomes

8. Chemistry: Laboratory Safety
(SSRV4208)

It’s important to learn basic laboratory safety. In this program students
will learn about the laboratory and
about protective equipment, general
rules and conduct, housekeeping
and disposal of materials, and emergency procedures. (9 min.)
8x9-16 min. • Gr. 7-12 • 2013 • Allegro
S0004441 • Series: $339.95 • Each: $49.95

Way Cool Science: All
About Seeds and Plants

Climate, animals, and plant life
vary greatly in different parts of the
world. By viewing this program and
engaging in activities, viewers will
learn to identify and locate the seven major biomes
found on Earth and how they interact with each
other. Students will come to understand how a minor
change in an ecosystem can affect an entire biome.

Students learn that
plants provide food,
medicine and oxygen that make
it possible for humans and other
animals to live on Earth. Through
animation and live action,
students will learn to identify the various parts of a
plant and their functions and understand how the
plant cycle works.

20 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2010 • Mazzarella Media
MM2046 • $39.95

20 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2010 • Mazzarella Media
MM2048 • $39.95

Way Cool Science: Matter
Host Max Orbit helps students learn all about
matter - and that everything in the universe is made
of matter. Learning about the different properties,
qualities and characteristics of matter will allow students
to understand how environmental and human factors
affect the changing world in which we live. They will
learn all about molecules and mass, and through a
combination of live-action footage, animation and
graphics, that matter can exist in three forms - solids,
liquids and gases. Important vocabulary words are
highlighted throughout the program and fun, interactive
game-show-like quizzes will help students recall the key
concepts featured.
20 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2010 • Mazzarella Media
MM2047 • $39.95
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Energy demands and the rising cost
of oil have encouraged scientists
and engineers to develop renewable
energy alternatives. Engineered
biofuels, such as ethanol and biodiesel
made from starches, sugars, and cellulose are already in use as blending
agents and additives that greatly
reduce vehicle emissions. Aquafarming of microalgae for biofuels is
on the rise because of the low natural
resource demand and the environmental cyclic process: CO2 is burned
as a fuel and CO2 is consumed by the
algae to grow. (11 min.)

Way Cool Science:
All About Weather
Young learners will come to
understand how weather affects
everyone’s life. This program provides illuminating explanations and
live-action examples of different
forms of weather, while introducing the concepts and reasons for different weather
patterns around the world. The water cycle is also
explained. Children will also learn the layers of the
atmosphere and be able to explain the causes and
effects of air currents and air pressure.
20 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2010 • Mazzarella Media
MM2049 • $39.95

Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243 • AB & BC: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258
Fax: 866-664-7545 • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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The Worm Hunters
In a Turkish headquarters the
world’s top earthworm scientists
concoct a plan to find and name
their ultimate discovery. Nothing
will stop them as they travel to all
corners of the world with spades,
GPS worm locators and secret
worm outing fluids to unearth their prize. But love
turns savage when things don’t go to plan and the
worm gets the upper hand. An epic adventure into an
underground science and an unstoppable passion.
Special Jury Award, 2011 Jackson Hole
Wildlife Film Festival
“Recommended”
- Video Librarian, March 2013
52 min. • Gr. 4-12,C,A • 2011 • Gulliver Media
GRPL814 • $89

Earth Science Teaching Systems Series (8 Volumes)
So, Earth. It’s where we humans live. In fact, it’s the only planet known to support life.
But what makes Earth capable of supporting life? How exactly does the planet function?
This video series addresses these questions by investigating Earth’s place in the universe,
its formation as a planet, and its relationship with the sun. Systems thinking and
conservation are touched upon as we explore Earth as an energetic, dynamic, and recycling planet. Each
module is a topic-based video accompanied with a digital workbook that uses a humorous and unique
style and approach to difficult concepts with the learner’s perspective in mind. The digital workbook
includes teacher’s guides, classroom notes, quizzes, games, and graphic organizers.
Titles in Series:
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 1: Earth’s Place in the Universe (GH4704)
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 2: Investigating Earth’s Past (GH4705)
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 3: Restless Earth (GH4706)
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 4: Mountains, Volcanoes and Earthquakes (GH4707)
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 5: Earth’s Changing Surface (GH4708)
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 6: Energetic Earth (GH4709)
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 7: Atmosphere and Oceans (GH4710)
• Earth Science Teaching Systems 8: Earth Systems (GH4711)

8x26 min. • Gr. 6-8 • 2012 • Cerebellum • S0004443 • Series: $399.98 • Each: $59.99

People Love Turtles
The painted turtle is
the only turtle whose
native range extends from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and from
southern Canada to the U.S. Gulf
Coast. Although the emphasis
in this film is on the Western
painted turtle, the drama of their daily lives, the
dangers they face, and ways humans can help
them, are similar for all turtle species across North
America. Includes a Teacher’s Guide.
20 min. • Gr. 3-12,A • 2012 • Otter Be Good
Productions • OBG01 • $49.99

Understanding
Weather
This program explores the many
factors that create weather
systems and provides an introduction to the basics of weather,
including weather patterns,
atmospheric variations and how
weather systems are formed. Students learn:
How weather can affect us; Local weather signs;
Relative humidity; Clouds & cloud formations; Fog;
Air pressure systems; Weather forecasts; Weather
maps & symbols; Weather behavior; Weather &
animals.
40 min. • Gr. 6-12 • 2011 • TMW • K4281DVD
$39.95

Acorn the Nature Nut
Series (22 Volumes)
Acorn the Nature
Nut is a multi-award-winning
series created by Canadian
naturalist, John Acorn. John
makes learning about nature fun
by sharing his contagious and
enthusiastic interest in all living things in a blend
of straightforward science, fanciful humour and a
musical interlude.
22x96 min. • Gr. 4-A • John Acorn

See www.visualed.com for titles & pricing
www.visualed.com

Science Video Vocabulary Series
This dynamic science series defines and helps children explore
science terms. Divided into segments, each program is designed to
reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the science terms through use of
video footage, photographs, diagrams and colourful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and
hear the terms used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to use the words
appropriately. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text. Each high definition DVD
in this series includes a guide and complete English and Spanish language versions of the program.

Titles in Series:
• Producer, Consumer, Decomposer, Food Chain
(MM3123)
• Vertebrate, Invertebrate, Mammal, Insect (MM3124)
• Living, Non-living, Life cycle, Endangered Species,
Extinct (MM3125)
• Amphibian, Fish, Reptile (MM3126)
• Life Cycle, Water Cycle, Food Chain (MM3127)
• Omnivore, Herbivore, Carnivore, Food Chain (MM3128)
• Hibernate, Migrate, Adaption, Instinct, Imprint (MM3129)
• Acceleration, Gravity, Force, Inertia, Motion,
Position (MM3130)
• Fulcrum, Inclined Plane, Pulley, Screw, Simple
Machine, Wedge, Wheel and Axle, Lever (MM3131)
• Change of State, Freeze, Liquid, State of Matter
(MM3132)

• Energy, Kinetic Energy, Solar Energy, Potential
Energy, Sound Energy, Wave Energy (MM3133)
• Environment, Climate, Soil, Air (MM3134)
• Mass, Newton, Pull, Push, Load, Friction (MM3135)
• Caldera, Ngornogoro Crater, Pangea, Volcano,
Volcanism (MM3136) – Gr. 7-12
• Scientific Theory, Scientific Law, Model, Physics
(MM3137) – Gr. 7-12
• Universe, Galaxy, Black Holes, Solar System (MM3145)
• Day and Night, Earth, Moon, Solar Eclipse, Solstice
(MM3147)
• Ellipse, Equinox, Lunar Cycle, Lunar Eclipse,
Revolution, Rotation (MM3148)
• Unbalanced Force, Balance, Balanced Force,
Gravity, Force (MM3149)

Each: 11-25 min. • Gr. K-5 • 2012/13 • Mazzarella Media • $49.95

Curiosity Quest Goes Green Series
Curiosity Quest is an upbeat, educational series in which host, Joel Greene, goes on a
quest to answer viewers’ letters on things they’re curious about. Each quest takes the
audience on location for an unscripted, hands-on exploration. The series is also dedicated to raising awareness of earth-friendly issues. Viewers learn about things that each
of us can do to be more eco-friendly and responsible inhabitants of the Planet Earth.
Latest Titles in Series:
• Kids Recycling (GRPL845) (2012)
• Light Bulb Recycling (GRPL855) (2013)
• Organic Farming (GRPL769) (2013)
• Pests in the Environment (GRPL768) (2013)
• Plastic Bottle Cap Recycling (GRPL858) (2013)
• Reclaiming Old Wood (GRPL854) (2013)

• Recycling for Kids (GRPL842) (2012)
• Reusable Bags (GRPL820) (2012)
• Sea Turtle Rescue (GRPL856) (2013)
• Waste Reduction (GRPL767) (2012)
• Water Education (GRPL843) (2012)
• Weights and Measures (GRPL819) (2012)
• Wild Bird Rescue (GRPL857) (2013)

Each: 30 min. • Gr. 1-6 • 2012/13 • CQ Productions • $39.95
See more titles from the Curiosity Quest Goes Green Series at www.visualed.com

EPISODES INCLUDE: Aluminum Can Recycling • Car Recycling • Construction and Demolition • E-Waste • Food Composting
• Glass Recycling • Green Waste • Milk Jug Recycling • Paper Recycling • Plastic Bottle Recycling • Sanitary Landfill
Tire Recycling • Wood Recycling • Algalita • Backyard Composting • Big Toys • Covanta Energy • E-World • Food Rescue
Green Toys • Patagonia • Sport Turf • Star Eco Station • Storm Water • Students Go Green • Waste Water Treatment
Battery Recycling • Fishing for Energy • Goodwill Clothing Recycling • Green Surfboards • Green Your Home • Green Your Yard
Mulit-Family Recycling • Polystyrene Recycling • Rubber Bark • School Lunch Tray Recycling.
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City of Bees: A Children’s Guide to Bees

Energy Series (4 Volumes)
In this series of adventures, animated caveman Zog ponders basic questions
about energy as understood from a scientific viewpoint: where energy comes from,
what forms it can take, how it can be changed, and how it is used - providing plenty of
fun and laughter while discovering clever and complete answers.
Titles in Series:
Gravity, Force and Work (33879)
•
Animated caveman Zog learns all about
Newton’s basic laws of motion while
trying to move a rock. He learns what
a force is, what gravity is and all about
friction.
•
Kinetic and Potential Energy (33878)
Animated caveman Zog wants to move a
very large log, and needs energy to do it. His
muscles aren’t strong enough, but he learns
that understanding kinetic energy, or the
energy of movement, and potential, or stored
energy, can help him solve his problem.

•
Using Energy (33881)
Animated caveman Zog learns that people
use energy in two main ways: by moving
heat from one place to another through
conduction, convection, and/or radiation,
or by transforming energy from one form
to another, usually by using an appliance.
•
Where Does Energy Come From? (33880)
Zog wonders where energy comes from. He
learns that every time he uses energy he gets
it from somewhere or something. He knows
about energy from food, but as he travels
through time to the present day, he learns all
about modern-day forms of energy.

4x10 min. • Gr. 3-6 • 2012 • Phoenix Films • S0004246 • Series: $169 • Each: $49.99

Explore the secret, complex
world of honeybees from a
child’s point of view. Six-year-old
Oliver and his young friends join
a beekeeper as he cares for his
beehives over the course of a
year. The children study everything from how a
queen bee rules the hive, the various jobs each
bee performs, how bees pollinate and how bees
can fly at amazing speeds. With colorful imagery,
learning activities, and remarkable up-close video,
viewers of all ages will be enchanted and informed
about the remarkable world that is the City of
Bees. Ideal for science, biology and nature curriculums. Lesson Plan tied to National Standards.
“Highly Recommended... Editor’s Choice.”
- Video Librarian
30 min. • Gr. K-6 • 2007 • Choices • CH7044
$29.99

Water & Life Series (8 Volumes)
Water is the essential body ingredient, habitat, and keystone to our quality of life. Most
living organisms are composed largely of water, with humans and other mammals being
about 70% water. Biodiversity is abundant in well-watered habitats, but even water’s
scarcity in desert biomes reveals important adaptations for preserving enough liquid for
life to thrive. Recent HD footage shows students and educators the breadth and details of
the glorious variety of life’s forms, functions, and adaptations in water environments, with
more clarity, power and concern than any previously seen. With water poised to become an even more
important resource than oil, this series examines the biodiversity that thrives in water ecosystems.
Titles in Series:
• Desert Adaptations / Aquifer Ecosystems (NDM24627)
• Freshwater Wetlands / Water Surface Ecosystems
(NDM24625)
• Human Impact on Water / Climate Change &
Water (NDM24633)
• Mountain Lake & Stream Ecosystems / Frozen
Ecosystem Adaptations (NDM24621)

• Seabed Ecosystems / Open Sea Ecosystems (NDM24631)
• River Ecosystems / Rainforest Adaptations (NDM24623)
• Tidal Beach Ecosystems / Coral Reef Symbiosis
(NDM24629)
• Water Makes Life Possible / The Water Cycle
(NDM24619)

8x15 min. • Gr. 6-10 • 2011 • NDM • S0004032 • Series: $549.95 • Each: $69.95

Caterpillar to Butterfly: Adventures in
Science, Music, and Dance

“The original, creative way CatThis groundbreaking educational DVD invites children erpillar to Butterfly demonstrates
to leave their desks behind and move creatively
a lesson in wildlife biology is sure
to perform their understanding of science. Brain
to captivate young children and
research shows that students quickly grasp more
stimulate the learning process. ...
complex and rigorous academic content when mulTeachers, children, and parents
tiple learning modalities, particularly movement, are alike will be impressed.”
- National Geographic Kids
integrated into the learning process. Teachers and parents can simply
put this DVD in the player, facilitate reflection and learning conversations at the end of each chapter, and enjoy watching the children learn. Parents and educators can witness the
power of the arts in action, in their own classrooms and living rooms!
Creative Child Magazine - 2011 DVD of the Year Award
The National Parenting Center Seal of Approval 2011
80 min. • Gr. PreK-4 • 2011 • Missarmia Productions • MTS52500 • $49.95

The Magic School Bus Series (52 Volumes)
“The Magic School Bus” DVDs are based on Scholastic’s best-selling book series
by Joanna Cole & Bruce Degen. The Emmy award-winning animated series takes
children on enjoyable and educational journeys through the world of science.
52x26 min. • Gr. K-6 • Scholastic

See www.visualed.com for titles & pricing
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Living Sunlight: How
Plants Bring The
Earth To Life
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic) - Caldecott Awardwinning children’s writer and
illustrator Molly Bang and MIT
professor Penny Chisholm explain
solar energy and photosynthesis in terms children
can appreciate and understand. Children discover
all the amazing things “your golden star” can do from warming land and sea, melting glaciers and
creating winds to providing energy for all living
things. Children gain a clear understanding of
their connection with nature and appreciate why
photosynthesis is important to all forms of life. In
a separate segment the authors comment on the
extensive notes at the end of the book, providing
additional information and extending the learning
experience. Includes a Study Guide.
2009 Parents’ Choice Award
3.5 STARS “Highly recommended.”
- Video Librarian, Jan/Feb 2010
14 min. • Gr. PreK-3 • 2009 • Nutmeg
NMG0077 • $34.95

Eyewitness Series
(31 Volumes)

Written by experts and packed
with superb colour photography
and meticulously researched
information, the Eyewitness series
has been a trusted favourite
worldwide for in class study,
homework and family reference for nearly 20
years. Now the Eyewitness experience comes to
life with an award-winning series of DVDs narrated
by Martin Sheen.
31x60 min. • Gr. 3-8 • Dorling Kindersley

See www.visualed.com for titles & pricing
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Ape
A Picture Book on DVD
(Iconographic) - Meet four
species of great apes - the orangutan, chimp, bonobo and gorilla.
Each species is illustrated with
stunning visuals that show them
nurturing their young, eating,
fighting, snoozing and more. Martin Jenkins is a
conservation biologist and author of the awardwinning non-fiction picture books The Emperor’s
Egg and Chameleons Are Cool. In her debut as an
illustrator, former zookeeper Vicky White creates
breath-taking oil and pencil drawings that bring
the great apes to life. A concluding section identifies the fifth great ape - humans - and discusses
why some great apes are facing extinction. A
supplemental “Did You Know?” section and world
map provide further details. Includes a Study
Guide.
10 min. • Gr. PreK-3 • 2009 • Nutmeg • NMG0078
$34.95

Out on the Prairie &
Deep in the Swamp
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic) - Children explore two
very different ecosystems in this
two-part program that uses the
rhyming pattern of the traditional
tune “Over in the Meadow” to
describe each habitat. Out on the Prairie introduces the mixed grass prairie of South Dakota’s
Badlands National Park. Susan Swan’s illustrations
use cut-paper mixed media collages to create
a unique effect. Deep in the Swamp focuses on
Florida’s verdant and diverse Okefenokee Swamp.
Brian Lies’ vivid illustrations are alive with interesting details. Both books use a basic counting and
adding motif from 1 to 10. Includes additional
facts about the flora and fauna of each ecosystem
and a bonus Math Skills Review. Also includes a
Study Guide.
15 min. • Gr. PreK-3 • 2012 • Nutmeg • NMG0106
$34.95

Squibs Series (9 Volumes)
A collection of DVDs designed
to introduce young learners to
important science concepts.
9x60 min. • Gr. 4-8
Ignite Learning •

See www.visualed.com for titles & pricing

Natural Disaster or Natural
Phenomena? Series (5 Volumes)

Rock ‘N Learn:
Physical Science
Learn important facts and get
ready for any physical science test.
Marko the Pencil takes learners
on a journey to his Super Science
Station where it’s easy to grasp
science concepts. This DVD covers
lab safety, scientific method, atoms and their parts,
molecules, states of matter, physical and chemical
changes, mixtures versus pure substances, electricity, magnetism, motion, gravity, light, and energy.
Creative Child Magazine Preferred Choice
Award
iParenting Media Award - Best/Greatest/
Excellent Product
55 min. • Gr. 2-8 • 2008 • Rock ‘N Learn • RL204
$24.95

Rock ‘N Learn:
Earth Science
Marko the Pencil shows students
how easy it can be to understand
and remember earth science
concepts. Learn about the Solar
System, seasons, weather, the
water cycle, geology, fossils,
properties of minerals, volcanoes, plate tectonics,
weathering, topography, erosion, energy resources,
and energy conservation. This is the fun way to
prepare for an earth science test.
Creative Child Magazine - DVD/Media of
the Year
iParenting Media Award - Best/Greatest/
Excellent Product
61 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2008 • Rock ‘N Learn • RL205
$24.95

Rock ‘n Learn:
Life Science
Marko the Pencil leads students
on an entertaining adventure full
of learning excitement. Topics
include photosynthesis, parts of
a plant, life cycles, genetic traits
and adaptations, plant and animal
cells, food webs, and more. A surprise rock star
explains xylem and phloem cells. Clear explanations and examples hold interest and help boost
test scores. Students also learn tips for getting high
scores on a life science test.
iParenting Media Award - Outstanding
Product
Creative Child Magazine
Preferred Choice Award
59 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2009 • Rock ‘N Learn • RL206
$24.95

Rock ‘N Learn:
Human Body
This entertaining approach to
the human body engages young,
inquisitive learners, while the
depth of material gets older
students ready for tests. Join
Kevin and his friends for an
enlightening adventure to explore the skeletal,
nervous, muscular, circulatory, urinary, respiratory,
and digestive systems along with the five senses.
Clear explanations, beautiful science models, and
amusing animations make this DVD perfect for the
classroom and home.
Creative Child Magazine - DVD/Media
of the Year
iParenting Media Award - Best/Greatest/
Excellent Product
44 min. • Gr. 4-8 • 2009 • Rock ‘N Learn • RL207
$24.95

Let’s Explore…Global Warming
Learn about what causes Global Warming, how the people, animals and plants
of our planet are being affected and what we all can do to help stop it. Children
and adults will learn about
Review: “The DVD’s ingenious setup diswhat pollution, our actions
tinguishes it from similar programs: It has a
and what our growing popu- unique multi-level format, meaning you can
lation is doing to our planet. choose from three different levels based on
This DVD is a valuable tool in the age of the audience. Level 1 is aimed at
the understanding of Global early elementary student; Level 2 is for upper
Warming and what we can
elementary students; and Level 3 is appropriate for middle schoolers. Each lesson delivers
all do to help protect our
the same information about global warming,
planet.
but uses age-appropriate language, graphics
and video to best reach the different age
Parents’ Choice Award Winner
groups.”
- Parents’ Choice
60 min. • Gr. K-5 • 2011 • Big Kids • BKP0262 • $29.99

A virtual what, how, when, where, why and wow!
of Mother Nature’s wild side. Each program is
carefully chaptered to create an understanding of
what causes natural phenomena and their effects.
5x15 min. • Gr. 4-8 • Film Ideas

See www.visualed.com for titles & pricing
www.visualed.com
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Bailey’s Big Backyard Series
(5 Volumes)

Bailey’s Big Backyard is based on the premise that
the world is our back yard. This groundbreaking series
features animated characters that interact and experience the whole world. Along the way Bailey makes drawings in his “terrific
scientific journal.” The journal is reviewed at the end of each program as a
recap of what is learned.
Titles in Series:
Air and Wind (MM3224)

In this program, Bailey learns about the wind as he experiences it.
With help from his magical magnifying glass, Bailey and viewers
learn about the complexity of wind and air and come to understand that air is moving all around us.
It’s Hot Outside (MM3225)

Bailey is planning a fun summer day’s activity with Boggs. Bailey
realizes that knowing what the weather will be is important and
comes to understand that the middle of the day is the hottest
time. They learn about keeping themselves and their food cool.
Maggie explains how the sun’s rays can be harmful and that people need to
plan for protection as well as for fun.

Sid the Science Kid Series
Sid the Science Kid is an engaging and
entertaining animated preschool series
promoting exploration and science readiness in a kid-friendly way - no lab coats or
test tubes here. Sid explores the science of
everyday realities that preschoolers face
with the help of his friends and family.
2014 Teachers’ Choice Award: Excellence in Classroom Products
2012 Teachers’ Choice Award: Excellence in Classroom Products
2011 National Parenting Publication Award (NAPPA): Gold Winner
2009 Daytime Emmy Nomination - Best Children’s Animated 		
Program
Sid’s Pet Project! (4 episodes)
• Sid’s Pet Project (Ep. 219) – Topic: Taking Care of Living Things
• Sleep? Who Needs It?! (Ep. 220) – Topic: Sleep
• Seed The Science Kid (Ep. 221) – Topic: Life Cycles
• The Reason Sid’s Sneezin’ (Ep. 222) – Topic: Allergies

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2013 • NCircle • E1F3056 • $14.99
Sid Wings It! (4 episodes)
• The Amazing Computer Science Tool! (Ep. 223) –
Topic: Computers
• The Big Cheese! (Ep. 224) – Topic: Research
• Sid Wings It! (Ep. 225) – Topic: Flight
• Sid Engineers a Solution (Ep. 226) – Topic: Engineering

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2013 • NCircle • E1F2414 • $14.99
Sid in Motion (4 episodes)
• Slide To The Side! (Ep. 202) – Topic: Friction
• That’s The Way The Ball Bounces (Ep. 203) – Topic: Elasticity
• Ignatz’s Inertia (Ep. 204) – Topic: Inertia
• Sid’s Super Kick! (Ep. 205) – Topic: Force

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2011 • NCircle • E1F1385 • $17.99
Going, Going, Green! (4 episodes)
• Where Did the Water Go? (Ep. 206) – Topic: Water Conservation
• Clean Air! (Ep. 207) – Topic: Clean Air
• Reused Robot! (Ep. 208) – Topic: Recycling
• Save the Stump! (Ep. 209) – Topic: Habitats

It’s Freezing (MM3226)

When Bailey plans for some wintertime activities, he looks at cold
weather and discovers how he can stay warm, and retain heat by
insulation. Animated graphics help viewers to learn about different temperatures.
It’s Raining (MM3227)

In this program Bailey learn follows a rainstorm from the begging to
the end. Through his magical magnifying glass, he comes to understand what happens to cause a rainstorm and why. Bailey learns how
people are effected by rain as he explores the properties of water.
Powerful Weather (MM3228)

Bailey learns the way in which weather affects people all over
the world. Through his adventure, he comes to understand how
weather affects the clothes we wear, our homes as well as the
animals and land all around us.
5x15 min. • Gr. K-3 • 2011 • Mazzarella Media • S0004191
Series: $212.95 • Each: $49.95

Sid’s Sense-ational Adventures! (4 episodes)
• The Itchy Tag (Ep. 111) – Topic: Sense of Touch
• What’s That Smell? (Ep. 112) – Topic: Sense of Smell
• Grandma’s Glasses (Ep. 113) – Topic: Sense of Vision
• Too Much Noise (Ep. 114) – Topic: Sense of Hearing

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2011 • NCircle • KAB1110 • $17.99
Feeling Good Inside and Out (5 episodes)
• A Brush with Teeth (Ep. 116) – Topic: Dental Hygiene
• I Want Cake (Ep. 117) – Topic: Nutrition (Food Pyramid)
• The Big Sneeze (Ep. 118) – Topic: Germs
• Must See TV (Ep. 119) – Topic: Exercise and Movement
• Getting a Shot: You Can Do It! (Ep. 141) – Topic: Vaccinations

150 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2010 • NCircle • KAB1081 • $17.99
Gizmos and Gadgets (4 episodes)
• The Broken Wheel (Ep. 121) – Topic: Wheels
• My Slide (Ep. 122) – Topic: Inclined Planes
• Sid’s Amazing Invention (Ep. 123) – Topic: Levers
• The Tree House (Ep. 124) – Topic: Pulleys

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2010 • NCircle • KAB1045 • $17.99
Weather Kid Sid (4 episodes)
• Sid’s Rainy Play Date (Ep. 131) – Topic: Rain
• Special Sunny Dad Day (Ep. 132) – Topic: The Sun
• Sid’s Holiday Adventure (Ep. 133) – Topic: Temperature
• The Wind Did It (Ep. 134) – Topic: Wind

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2010 • NCircle • KAB0988 • $17.99
The Ruler of Thumb (4 episodes)
• The Sticker Chart (Ep. 101) – Topic: Documentation
• The Rolie Polie (Ep. 102) – Topic: Observation
• Enough with the Seashells! (Ep. 103) – Topic: Estimation
• The Whale Episode (Ep. 104) – Topic: Measurement

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2010 • NCircle • KAB0963 • $17.99

Please visit our website www.visualed.com for more titles
from the Sid the Science Kid series.

115 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2011 • NCircle • KAB1169 • $17.99
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Greatest Human Achievements
Series (9 Volumes)
Meet the people who never stopped pushing the boundaries, challenging the limits of science, medicine, and even life
itself. Our progress in the last 100 years has taken us into a
new age of human discovery, breakthroughs, and miracles.
We’ve pushed forward in science with contributions from
Albert Einstein. We’ve reshaped the world with the creation
and construction of the pyramids. We’ve even brought the world into our
homes through the internet and technology boom. From the Stone Age to
the stars, from outer space to the very building blocks of life, explore 5,000
years of breakthroughs, discoveries, and innovation!
Titles in Series:
Air Travel (NDM24814)
• The Wright Brothers - The Airplane
• Montgolfier Brothers - The Hot Air Balloon
Communication & Sea Travel (NDM24812)
• Johannes Gutenberg - The Movable-Type Printing Press
• The Phoenicians - Sea Navigation
• Henricus Martellus - Martellus Map
• Christopher Columbus - Discovery of the Atlantic Triangle
(trade route based on winds)
• Ferdinand de Lesseps - Engineered Suez Canal; started Panama Canal
• William Gorgas - Established that Tropical Fevers (Malaria/Yellow Fever) were
spread by mosquitoes
The Elements (NDM24808)
• Albert Einstein - Physics E=MC2
• Isaac Newton - Newton’s Laws of Motion
• Madame Curie - Discovery of Radium, leading to X-ray
• Antoine Lavoisier - Identified the elements, leading to Periodic Table
• Humphry Davy - Continued identification of the elements, leading to Periodic Table

Space Trek Series (6Volumes)
Captain Kent shares information about the sun
and each planet in our solar system in these short, humorous videos. By viewing students learn about the Earth’s
relationship to other bodies in the solar system. In the online
activity, users collect memory chips that contain information
about the solar system to help Captain Kent get his memory
back.
Titles in Series:
• Space Trek 1 (8675A)
• Space Trek 2 (8675B)
• Space Trek 3, Volume 1 (7714A)

• Space Trek 3, Volume 2 (7714B)
• Space Trek 3, Volume 3 (7714C)
• Space Trek 4 (7714D)

6x15 min. • Gr. K-6 • 2005-2009 • TVO Kids • S0003727
Series: $254.95 • Each: $49.95

Time Trackers: Dinosaurs
A humorous travelogue-style series that
takes viewers back in time with Chip and Suzy, who
play the role of paleontologists in search of interesting - and often extremely large - animals. Each program
gives historic details about the era visited, as well as a description of at least
one animal native to that time period and how they relate or compare to the
animals of today. Viewers will be entertained while learning about some of
Earth’s most fascinating extinct creatures.
Episode. 1: Fifty million years ago, birds were the dominant species. Chip and
Suzy arrive, in search of the Gastonis, a bird over six feet tall and weighing as
much as a small car.
Episode. 2: Twenty thousand years ago, South America was home to species
found nowhere else on Earth. Suzy and Chip search for one of those species:
a Doedicurus, ancient ancestor the armadillo.

Evolution & Heredity (NDM24809)
• Charles Darwin - Theory of Evolution
• Francis Crick & Jim Watson - DNA

Episode. 3: Chip and Suzi arrive in South America 10,000 years ago, unpre-

Industrial Technologies (NDM24811)
• Thomas Edison - Direct Current
• Alfred Nobel - Dynamite
• Nikola Tesla - Alternating Current
• Alessandro Volta - Created Voltaic Pile; forerunner to the battery
• Humphry Davy - Discovered electric light

Episode. 4: Chip and Suzy travel back 35 million years in search of an ancient

Land Travel (NDM24813)
• Henry Ford - Moving Assembly Line
• Richard Trevithick - Designed the Puffing Billy (Mobile Steam Engine)
The Lens (NDM24807)
• Galileo Galilei - The Telescope
• Dr. Jonas Salk - Polio Vaccine
• Dr. Alexander Fleming - Penicillin
• Edward Jenner - Smallpox Vaccine
• Antony Van Leeuwenhoek - The Microscope
• Humphry Davy - Contributed to the discovery of Nitrous
Oxide as an anesthetic for surgery
Monuments & Buildings (NDM24810)
• Stonehenge
• The Great Pyramid of Giza
• The Great Wall of China
• The Pantheon
Sending Messages (NDM24815)
• Guglielmo Marconi - Wireless Radio Broadcast
• Samuel Morse - Morse Code
• Sir Tim Berners-Lee - World Wide Web (HTTP Computer Language)
• Alan Turing - The Computer
• Charles Babbage - Programmable Calculator

9x20 min. • Gr. 5-12 • 2013 • New Dimension • S0004467
Series: $475 • Each: $59.95

www.visualed.com

pared (as usual) to deal with the size of the creature they want to examine: a
Megatherium - gigantic ancestor of the sloth.
aquatic elephant called the Moeritherium.
Episode. 5: Twenty-five million years in the past, a large ancestor of the

pig - the Entelodont - eludes Suzy and Chip.
Episode. 6: Thirty-five million years in the past, a simple fishing rod proves
useless when Suzy and Chip try to capture a Basilosaurus, ancestor of the
whale.
Episode. 7: In the middle of the Ice Age, 10,000 years ago, Suzy and Chip try

to figure out how to capture a Wooly Rhino for closer study.
14 min. • Gr. K-6 • 2002 • TVO Kids • 8607 • $49.95

Dino Dig
What dinosaur has “a tiny brain the size of
a walnut?” How do we know that dinosaurs evolved into
birds? Children discover the answers to these questions - and more - in TVO’s engaging, new series about
dinosaurs, Dino Dig. Nine short programs introduce young
audiences to these fascinating creatures. Their enthusiastic guide is paleontologist “Alberta Rex” who piques children’s interest, as she stands by a particular
dinosaur at the Royal Ontario Museum, and talks about its unique characteristics.
Children gain a light overview of dinosaurs, as they find out about the featured
dinosaur’s length, height, and weight; how long ago it lived; and where its
bones were found. Young viewers meet an amazing cast of characters, including
allosaurus - a “fierce and fast hunter”, and the ornithominus, one of the smartest
dinosaurs. In the last three programs, “Wish Bone”, “Toe Bone”, and “Making
a Dino,” dinosaur expert Thomas joins Alberta Rex to shed further light on the
subject and to answer her questions.
17 min. • Gr. K-6 • 2005 • TVO Kids • 9046A • $49.95
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OUR PRODUCER LIST
EXCLUSIVE TO VEC
20th Century Fox **
9 Story Productions Inc. **
Agency for Instructional Technology (AIT) **
Alice Almeta Speaks **
Allegro Productions Inc. **
Alliance Films Inc. **
Alta Nova Pictures **
Annenberg Media **
Artisan Entertainment **
Asia For Kids **
Asti-Trevi Productions **
ATV Productions **
Benchmark Media **
Big Idea Productions Inc. **
Body Break **
Breastfeeding Inc. **
Calbeck Productions **
Castlerock Entertainment **
C.A.Y.R.E. **
Condor Productions **
CWK Network Inc. **
Cookie Jar **
Council for Health Education Development **
Creative Native Inc. **

Dads Under Construction **
David Jones Productions **
Dimension Films **
Dreamworks SKG **
Dusty Pockets **
DVK Inc. **
E.Q. Productions **
Eco Entertainment Limited **
The Fatherhood Project **
Fish & Crown Creative **
FISH for Schools **
Franco Finn Films **
GAPC Entertainment (Prime Radicals) Inc. **
Gerzon Productions **
GO Media **
Greenheart Productions **
Hiltz Squared Media **
Hop To It Productions **
Hyde-White, Alex **
InJoy Birth & Parenting Education **
Jim McKenna Teleshows **
John McGreevy Productions **
Kick Start Arts **
Landmark Media **

100% Educational (SchoolVideos)
Aaron Weiss Communications
Acacia
Acorn Media Group
ADV Films
Amazing Babies
Anchor Bay
Aquarius Health Care Media
Arts & Entertainment (A&E)
Athena
Avian Video Center
Baby Bumblebee
Babyscapes Inc.
Baker & Taylor
Bandai Entertainment
Barrons Educational
Bennett Marine Video
Bennett-Watt Home Entertainment
BFI Filmstore
BFS Entertainment
Big Kids Productions
Brandissimo Inc.
Bureau For At-Risk Youth
Cambridge Educational
anamedia Productions
Cerebellum Corporation
Childswork/Childsplay
Choices Inc.
Cinema Guild
Classical Stretch - The Esmonde Technique
Cloud South Films
Concept Associates, Inc.
Concept Video Productions
CQ Productions
Coyote Creek Productions
Crystal Productions
Debbie and Friends
Democracy Films
Devine Entertainment
Dive Into Your Imagination
Doreen Westera
Dreams Come True Productions
Dreamscape Media, LLC
Duke Video USA
E1 Films (eOne Films)
Educational Activities, Inc.
Educational Video Network (EVN)
Edvantage Media
The Electric Wallpaper Co.
Facets Video
Family Reading Partnership
Film Ideas, Inc.
Films for the Humanities and Sciences
Films Media Group
Firehouse Mouse Productions
First Light Video Publishing

First Run Features
Food Allergy Research & Education (FARE)
Food Matters
Fox Lorber Association
Frantic Films
Fred Levine Productions
Funimation
Future Horizons
Garbage In…Films
Geneon Entertainment
Genuine Pictures Inc.
Genuine World Productions
Getting To Know Inc.
Giraffe Multimedia Inc.
Gizmo Logic Studios Inc.
Global Net Productions
Globe Trekker
Goodtimes Entertainment
Great Pacific Media
Green Planet Films
The Guidance Group
Guilford Press
Gulliver Media
Hap-Pal Music
The Happiest Baby Inc.
Harris Communications, Inc.
Hippo Works
History Channel
Hit Entertainment
Hug Bug Music Inc.
Human Kinetics
Image Entertainment
Imavision Distribution
Information Television Network (ITV)
Insight Media, Inc.
Investing in Children
Janson Media
John Acorn
Jordle Productions (Snapatoonies)
kaBoom! Entertainment
Kayo Media - Billy Blue Hair
Kids Are Worth It Inc.
Kids Healthworks
Kids Who Rip
Kidsafety of America
King George Productions
Knowledge Unlimited, Inc.
Koch Entertainment
Kultur Films International
Lance Entertainment
Language Tree, LLC
Laurel Hill Entertainment
Learning ZoneXpress
Leisure Arts, Inc.
Liaison Distribution
Lightworks Audio & Video

Liandrea Company Inc. **
Lions Gate Films **
Loron Productions **
Maple Pictures **
Master Communications **
Mazzarella Media **
Michael Milo **
Miramax Films **
Mongrel Media **
Moviemakers, Inc. **
Nelvana Enterprises Ltd. **
New Line Cinema **
Northey Productions **
Odd Sock Films **
Otter Be Good Productions **
Over Canada Productions **
Paramount Pictures **
Paula Salvador Productions **
Persistence of Vision Productions **
Phoenix Learning Group **
Poizner, Susan **
Productions Téridan **
Raymond, Bruce **
Reality Media **

Red & Yellow, Black & White Productions **
Rogers Television **
Sandalwood Productions **
Scholastic’s The Magic School Bus **
Science Screen Report **
Shebandowan Films **
Smudge Productions **
Sony Pictures Classics **
Spellbound Productions **
Spin Free Productions **
Stir Learning **
Sunburst Visual Media **
Take-One Film & Video **
Tartan Films **
Turner Classic Movies **
TVOntario **
Villagers Media Productions **
Warner Brothers **
Whimsical Productions **

Williams & Ledger Ltd. **
Wings Over Canada **
World Life Video Productions **
World Wide Entertainment **
Yorke, David **

OTHER
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Linx Educational Publishing
Little Brick Schoolhouse Inc.
Little Hardhats
Little Mammoth Media
Live Oak Media
Live Wire Media
Longtail Distribution Network
Lucerne Media
Madacy Entertainment
Manga Entertainment
Marsh Media
Maryknoll Productions
Media Magnet
Media Rich Learning
Media West
MediaWorks
MediCinema Ltd.
Meridian Education Corp.
Merriweather Records Ltd.
Mill Creek Entertainment
Missarmia Productions
Monde Films
Monterey Media
Moodoo Productions
Morningstar Entertainment
Move With Me Action Adventures
MPI Media Group
Namaste Kid
National Educational Video, Inc. (NEVCO)
National Geographic
NCircle Entertainment
New Dimension Media
New Games
New Video Group Inc. (NVG)
Ni Hao Productions, LLC
Nickelodeon
Nursery Tap, LLC
Nutmeg Media
On Air Video
Parent Magic Inc.
PBS
Pet Video Library
Phase 4 Films
Pilot Film & TV Productions Ltd.
Preschool Power
Preschool Prep Company
Professional Parenting Canada
Professor Child
Publishers Group Canada
Pumelo Pictures
Pyramid Films
Questar Inc.
Rainbow Valley Heroes
Riz-Biz Productions
Rock ‘N Learn
Schlessinger Media

Seville Pictures
Sexpressions
Shopware
Shout Factory
Sisu Home Entertainment
Sky Merchants
Small Fry Productions
Smart Kids 101
Sony Wonder
SoundWorks
SportVideos.com
Sullivan Entertainment
Synapse Films
Tai Seng Entertainment
Take Action Films
Taunton Press
Terra Entertainment
The Fireman Ltd.
The Magic Woods, Inc.
The Safe Side
Thinkeroo
Third Wave Communications Inc.
Tim Podell Productions
TM Books & Video
TMW Media Group
Tralco Educational Services Inc.
Travel Video Store
Treefort Productions Inc.
Two Little Hands Productions
Vacuum Pressing Systems Inc.
Ventura Canada
V-Formation Productions Inc.
Video Aided Instruction
Video Concepts
The Video Project
View Video
Vision Quest
WeeHands
Wee Sing Productions
Well Balanced Media
Wellspring Films
WGBH Boston Video
Whitestar Video
Wilson & Wilkins Productions
Wolfe Video
Words That Cook, LLC
World Vision Canada
Worldwide Anglers, Inc.
Written Heritage
Yoginos: Yoga for Youth
Youth Sports Club

**PPR Exclusive, select titles
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All Learn360 subscribers can now add third party audio or video content to Learn360
as part of their subscription agreement. Provided a subscriber has streaming rights,
video and audio content can be delivered via Learn360, as Custom Content.

Let VEC upload all of the content for you!
Visual Education Centre (VEC) is now offering a NEW Hosting Service that allows schools or
districts to add audio or video content to enable its users to view it via Learn360. Users can
access the content 24/7 from school or home.

For more information or to download a Hosting Service for Custom Content brochure
visit www.visualed.com/learn360customcontent
Contact John Palmer at 1-800-668-0749 Ext. 232 or jpalmer@learn360.com

www.learn360.ca

